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Purpose
The purpose of this Data Guidebook is to explain the various types of data that are being shared
by the Oklahoma State Department of Education (OSDE) with Education Preparation providers
(EPPs) to support continuous improvement of teacher preparation in Oklahoma. The guide also
includes timeframes for sharing the various types of data and related validity information.

Teacher Demographic Information
The following demographic information will be provided by OSDE each May. Each distribution
of data will include data from the previous three academic years.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Teacher number
Last Name
First Name
Race Code
Race Description
Gender
Degree Code
Degree Description
Certification Code

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Certificate Description
Certification Area Code
Certification Area Description
Grade Code
Short Description
Recommending Institution
Recommendation Date
Expiration Date
Years of experience

Teacher Position Information
The following position information will be provided by OSDE each May. Each distribution of
data will include data from the previous three academic years.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

County Name
District Name
County Code
District Code
School Code
Full Code
School Elite Name
Site Level

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job Code
Job Description
Subject Code
Subject Description
FTE
Reason For Leaving _ RFL _Code
Reason For Leaving_ RFL_ Date
Reason for Leaving Description

Teacher/Leader Evaluation (TLE) Data
Following is information about the 2016-17 TLE data that were shared with data stewards by
the Oklahoma State Department of Education (OSDE) via the OEQA portal.

Excel File Contents
After the information about teacher/leader, evaluator, and school, the excel sheet has columns
to hold up to 6 domain scores followed by up to 60 indicator scores.
For teachers evaluated with the Tulsa Model, there will be 5 domain scores and 20 indicator
scores. For teachers evaluated with the Marzano Model, there will be space for 4 domain
scores and 60 indicator scores, although data may be missing for some indicators or some
domain scores.
For leaders evaluated with Marzano Leader there will be 5 domain scores and 29 indicators.
For leaders evaluated with McREL Principal there will be 3 domain scores and 21 indicators.
Non-Classroom Professionals are evaluated using various assessments, so these data will need
to be examined carefully.
Note that the data file may contain more than one entry (row of data) per person being
evaluated. It appears that leaders and non-classroom professionals were evaluated only once
in the 16-17 academic year. For teachers evaluated using the Tulsa model, it is common to see
two entries, and some teachers have three or four. For teachers evaluated using the Marzano
model, it is common to see one entry, and some teachers have two. At this time, we do not
have evaluation dates, so we don’t know the chronological order of multiple entries, nor do we
know why some teachers were evaluated multiple times when others were not.
In the data file, NA indicates “not applicable” or “not observed”, while NULL indicates missing
data.

Domain Scores
The domain scores are comprised of individual indicator scores; although, without access to the
respective evaluation manuals, we are unable to determine which indicators go with which
domains. It appears that, if there is at least one indicator score in a given domain, then the
teacher or leader received a domain score in that domain.

Calculations within Excel
To calculate averages or other scores within the excel sheet, you’ll first want to sort by TLE
instrument. You may also want to remove any unneeded columns from the excel sheet. Next,

you’ll need to assure that the columns you plan to work with are tagged as containing
“Numbers”.
In Excel, all entries are tagged to a type (General, Number, Currency, etc.). When you click on
the top of a column, you can tell how the entries in that column have been tagged by looking at
the drop-down menu in the top ribbon (approximately in the middle of the screen, above the
$). The default setting is “General”. You cannot perform calculations on entries tagged as
“General”. To change the type to “Number”, click on the column containing the numbers you
wish to use such that you highlight the entire column. Once highlighted, go to the drop-down
menu and change “General” to “Number”. Now you should be able to do any calculations you
wish.

More about Tulsa Teacher Observation and Evaluation Model scores
Administrators using the Tulsa rubric evaluate teachers on all indicators for each round of
assessment. Therefore, EPPs should see little missing data for teachers evaluated with this
model and domain scores can be interpreted straightforwardly. Ratings are 1 – Ineffective, 2 –
Needs Improvement, 3 – Effective, 4 – Highly Effective, 5 – Superior. Scores of 3, 4 and 5
indicate performance that meets expectations.

More about Marzano Teacher scores
Oklahoma is currently using the 4-domain, 60-indicator version of Marzano Teacher. This is a
pre-2014 instrument, not to be confused with (a) the 2014 revision of Marzano (to bring it into
alignment with Common Core) that includes 41 indicators under the same 4 domains or (b) the
2017 revision that resulted in the Marzano Focused Teacher Evaluation Model which includes
23 indictors under 3 domains. Ratings are 0 – Not Using, 1 – Beginning, 2 – Developing, 3 –
Applying, 4 – Innovating. Scores of 3 and 4 indicate performance that meets expectations.
Administrators using the Marzano rubric do not evaluate all domains in each round of
assessment. Districts are allowed to select which domains they choose to evaluate, and choices
can vary from year to year. For example, one school chose to focus on 12 indicators out of the
possible 60 for the 2016-17 academic year and chose a different set of indicators to focus on for
the 2017-18 academic year. With this instrument being used in different ways by different
districts, EPPs will need to look closely at their available indicator and domain data.
Also, it is important to note that about 50% of districts that used the 60-indicator Marzano
model in 2016-17 have chosen to move to the new Focus Framework (described above) for the
current academic year (2017-18). With the Focus Framework, districts continue to have the
option of choosing their target indicators and domains. Bottom line, with all of the variability
allowed with use of the Marzano model, EPP data will also show variability across districts and
from year to year.

If you have questions or comments about the TLE data, or other data being shared with EPPs by
OSDE via the OEQA portal, please contact okdatagovcouncil@gmail.com.

Validity info: Teacher/Leader Evaluation (TLE)
Teacher Evaluations
Information about the Tulsa Model can be found here:
http://www.tulsaschools.org/4_About_District/employee_standards_main.asp.
Click “Tulsa Model for Teacher Observation and Evaluation” to find a Research Brief and
documents related to rubrics, observation forms, and evaluation forms.
General information about the Marzano Teacher Evaluation can be found here:
• http://www.marzanoevaluation.com
• https://www.marzanoresearch.com
A report prepared by the Learning Sciences Marzano Center for the Oklahoma State
Department of Education in April 2012 can be found here:
• MARZANO CAUSAL TEACHER EVALUATION MODEL, TEACHER & LEADERSHIP
EVALUATION (http://www.marzanoevaluation.com/files/Oklahoma-Marzano-TeacherEvaluation-White-Paper.pdf)

Leader Evaluations
Information about the MCREL Principal evaluation can be found here:
http://www.tulsaschools.org/4_About_District/employee_standards_main.asp. Click “MCREL”
to find the rubric and other documents.
Information about Marzano Leadership Model can be found here:
http://sde.ok.gov/sde/sites/ok.gov.sde/files/TLE-MarzanoLeaderModel.pdf
The Marzano Principal Evaluation rubric can be found here:
http://usny.nysed.gov/rttt/teachers-leaders/practicerubrics/Docs/marzano-principal-rubric2013.pdf

